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Our Education Centre.
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.

Unit 56 HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW.
www.shcug.org.au

How to join SHCUG.
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form.
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor. Fees are $40 single or $60 couple.
Alternatively use EFTPOS transaction IMB Bank: BSB number is: 641 800 and the account number is.
200456000, or send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to following address:
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576.
Renewing memberships.
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.
Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to shcugcontact@gmail.com
Weekly activities held in Unit 56
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.

Members Helping Members.
Apple Group

First Tuesday of the month, from 10 am onwards.
Every 2nd and 4th Friday of the month,
from 10am to 12 noon.

Genealogy
Games Morning

Contact
J & M Oprey
Richard Spear
Martina Oprey
4871-2873 and

4862-1584
4872-1960
4862-1584
4868-1229
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From your committee
Winter has arrived and once again members arrive at the Monday meetings dressed in warm closing. We are
very fortunate in having committee members arriving early to put on heaters in Scott Hall and Unit 56. By ten
o’clock the rooms are nice to be in.
We are told that Rodney is slowly recovering. Sadly, our treasurer John Oprey, has not been too well lately and
Martina has now cancelled the Wednesday one on one sessions and the Friday games mornings until further
notice. The committee meeting set for June 8 was also canceled. So, not much to report.
If your WiFi is not working as it should, have a look at page 4, the information found there could be helpful.
For those who have an interest in Genealogy and are wondering how to get information about family history,
page 5 might be of interest.
Richard Spear has sent in an article about iTunes, a software program he has used for many many years. Our
music lovers might find something of interest there.
Have you got a Samsung Galaxy 12.2” Tablet? If so, you might be interested in the cover and keyboard that is
free for the taking. You find a photo of it on page 7.
Your committee.
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How to optimise your WiFi!
Many of us will still remember the days when we needed to connect our computer with an ethernet cable to
our router/modem in order to connect to the Internet. Modern computers now have a built-in wireless adaptor
and with this turned on your computer can wirelessly connect to the modem. Mobile devices, such as Tablets/
iPads and Smartphones/iPhones also have this wireless connectivity, thus releasing us from the need of being
tied to our modem at all times and allowing us to work from any room in our home or outside it. How good the
WiFi signal in your home is could depend on a few things you might not have been aware off. Find below some
facts I learned from reading iinet’s newsletter of 18 April, 2018 (SHCUG’s Internet Supply Provider).
Suffering from a weak WiFi signal in your home can be most frustrating, slowing down the download speed of
your data. This is especially annoying when watching a youtube clip or streaming your favourite shows on your
devices. Find below some simple steps suggested by iinet you might like to follow to make sure that the WiFi
system in your home is the very best it can be.
Wireless Broadband Routers.
Modern WiFi home networks feature dual-band Broadband Routers that support both 2.4GHz and 5GHz
channels. The benefits of having a dual-band Wireless network is that it provides maximum flexibility for the
devices connected to it. Because not all Broadband Routers feature dual band nor are they equal in equality
and performance, the router that you use in your home might have differences that could determine how good
or poorly your home network works.
What is the difference between 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz?
• If you are using the 2.4 GHz frequency band, it will allow you less bandwidth for data downloading and so is
slower. On the flip side it provides coverage over a longer distance.
• If you are using the 5 GHz frequency band, you get more bandwidth providing faster download speeds but
will cover over a shorter distance.
Check whether your WiFi Broadband Router supports both 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands or the 2.4GHz band
only. Next step is to check whether your devices (PC, Tablets, Smartphones etc) are compatible with the 5GHz
bands. PC’s manufactured after 2014 should be fine, but older PC desktops and laptops might need the aid of a
USB plug- in AC WiFi adopter. Apple computers manufactured after 2005 all had an airport card (WiFi).
What is the best spot for a modem/router?
Location is all important. The spot where your modem is placed in your home can have a big impact on your
WiFi signal strengths and coverage. Find below some tips in finding the best spot possible for your modem.
• The best place for a modem in your home is in a clear central spot. A typical indoor WiFi signal has a range
of about 30 meters. However this distance can be reduced if there are obstacles, such as walls and cupboards,
between you and your device and the modem.
• Because WiFi signals travel better “downwards” a good save place is high up on a shelf or on a desktop. Do
not put your modem on the floor as the ground causes a lot of signal interference.
• Don’t place your modem near trees, plants, microwaves, metal objects and any other device that broadcast a
WiFi signal.
• In older homes you might find a wall that once was an external wall containing aluminium foil, also known as
sisal insolation and it weakens or blocks the transmission. Modems should not be placed near these walls.
• If you have a large house or are experiencing already a weak signal because of the location your home is in, a
WiFi extender could be considered.
Finding the best WiFi channel to use.
Last of all, it might pay to check whether your WiFi is using the best channel. Like a radio, WiFi has different
channels to choose from. If too many WiFi networks are operating over the same channel, it can cause some
performance issues. People living in high-density apartment blocks were WiFi networks are close together are
more likely to experience this problem. Channels can be changed easily and iinet published the instructions for
Windows and Mac in its newsletter. Do a Google search for “iinet Support”.
Martina Oprey.
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Finding your ancestors.
As a small child I loved to sit on my maternal grandfathers knee, listening to stories he told about
the times when he was young. When older, I asked him to write down names and dates of family
members and where they had come from. Our family emigrated to Australia in 1961 and the
notes my grandfather had given me traveled along in my suitcase to the other side of the world.
For many years they lay forgotten, I had other far more important things to do. With the move to
our new home in the Southern Highlands, they surfaced again. I have since done some searches
on the Internet with the help of Google, finding helpful information about my mothers ancestors
but to my surprise also about all the known ancestors on my father’s side.
I am very lucky having distant relatives, although not known to me, who have already done a lot of research
about my father’s ancestors and published this on the Internet. For those not so fortunate, find below a few web
sites that might help finding your ancestors.
First up is “www.familysearch.org", a free online genealogy and family history site that lists websites, provides
research strategies and resources to help you find ancestors from all over the world. Recently it added its two
billions image of genealogy records to its data base. New archived records from around the world are regularly
added. In May this year, the new editions included 1.1 million records from Bavaria (Germany), Hungary, Peru
Russia and Belgium. It also has a forum where people can share and exchange information about ancestors in
common.
Next is "www.ancestry.com.au". It is based in Lehi, Utah (USA) and is the largest private on line genealogy data
base and is run by the Mormon LDS church. Their website, known as “FamilySearch”, allows users to create
virtual family trees, to trace their linage and get “hints” about who else could be their ancestors. It also contains
historical records that can be connected to family members and used as genealogy evidence. Some features of
ancestry. com.au requires a paid subscription and some features are free.
The Australian National Library is another place to visit. It offers a wealth of recourses to the Australian family
historian. Records of World War 1 and World War 2 are all available on line with some very interesting details.
You can also visit the Library, situated in Canberra, and study the records on site (www.nl.au).
For SHCUG members who, like myself. were born in a European country other than the UK or Ireland and
emigrated to Australia with their families in 1949 or later, there are additional websites to visit. In the quest of
finding ones ancestors, it is helpful to know where the ancestors originally came from. On the Internet there are
genealogy websites for countries such as Belgium, Scotland, Germany, Italy, Finland and the Netherlands were
emigrants can go too, to find information about family history, besides many other countries. By typing the
following keywords in the Google search window: find my Frisian ancestors, brought me to the Frisian family
history website “Tresoar” and a wealth of information.
Another way of learning how to find your ancestors is to join a Genealogy Group. There are many Genealogy
Societies to be found on the Internet. One I looked at is called the “Virtual Genealogy Society” and is a global
organisation serving family history enthusiasts of all levels. It is geared especially towards those that might not
be able to join a local club, for instance people who live in rural or remote areas. Membership is $20 for a year
and a swag of benefits offered. Another website I visited was the Society of Australian Genealogist formed in
1932 and claims to have one of the largest private genealogical and historical reference collections in the world,
with records covering all of Australia and overseas, especially the UK and Ireland.
Saving the best for last. New members may not know that SHCUG has a Genealogy Group that members can
join at no extra cost. The group has been running for many many years and at present Marie Clarke and Trish
Williams are leading the group. If you have an interest in family history, why not join them. New members are
alway most welcome (see page 2 for further information).
Martina Oprey.
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iTunes
Transform your life, by Richard Spear.
About a year ago I decided to ask a few friends what they used their computers for. Can’t remember why I
thought of doing this, but it turned out to be interesting. Almost all said: "for emails in and out and for the
dictionary and the latest news and for getting background information and keeping track of family finances
and saving family photographs". Just a couple said: "for music" and I thought what a pity more don’t enjoy one
of the greatest gifts Apple has given the world - easy access to iTunes, which offers you a choice of over 25
million pieces of music - all kinds of songs and a huge variety of classical works. Even if you have a Microsoft
computer, you can have iTunes.
I am one of those people who believe everyone can get great pleasure from music, whether it’s the latest pop
songs or 17th, 18th or 19th century classical works or mediaeval religious anthems or solo guitar pieces or brass
bands or Arabic or Indian music. iTunes offers you your choice of music. And all items are cheaper than
anything you can buy from a retail store - $1.69 or $2.19 for a song (and most albums are $16.99).
Here I must make the point that iTunes is not a music streaming service where you just listen to whatever is
pumped out. iTunes is an application over which you have full control. You decide what you want to listen to.
You may find there are several versions of a particular piece of music. You can listen to a part of each version
and then choose which you would like to buy to build a music library (you can get several or all versions if you
wish - that’s the beauty of iTunes - you are absolutely in control). iTunes can play your music continuously if
you wish and it will be your chosen music.
Obviously the quality of the music your computer gives you will depend on the quality of the speakers in it, but
you should give it a try. You may be surprised.
When you begin to assemble pieces of the music you love into a library you will see that each item is entered
under several headings - one headed Name, one headed Artist, one headed Composer, one headed Time
and one headed Album. These enable you to find what you want to play almost instantly even if you can only
remember one of these attributes. The system also allows you to see all the works you have in your library by a
particular artist or composer. (If this sounds complicated just appear at SHCUG’s education centre, unit 56
HarbisonCare, Burradoo one Monday and we’ll have you revelling in it in about five minutes.)
Another great thing about iTunes is that it can introduce you to music you didn’t know existed. After you have
imported a piece of music, iTunes lists other music under the heading Listeners also bought and here you
can find artists and music you had never heard of - and you can explore them all for free.
I have to admit I don’t know how Microsoft users install iTunes, but I am assured you can and then it’s a simple
matter of buying an iTunes card from Coles or Woollies. (Best to do it when they are on special, which happens
now and then.)
Do have a serious think about installing iTunes and building your own music library. With every piece of music
you love at your fingertips it really can transform your life
P.S.Martina tells me that if asked she will organise a demonstration of how you install iTunes on Microsoft
computers.
By Richard Spear.
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Sell-Buy-Swapp-Freebies

Free on offer

Protective case with full-size keyboard
For
Samsung Galaxy Note-Pro 12.2”
Samsung Galaxy Tab-Pro 12.2”

If interested email to shcugcontact@gmail.com, or collect from unit 56 HarbisonCare, Burradoo.

Free to take
Two sets of ink cartridges
for Canon printers
BJC-2000SP
BJC-4000(SP) series
BJC-5000 series
MultiPass C20/C30/C50
If interested email to
shcugcontact@gmail.com,
or collect from unit 56 HarbisonCare
Burradoo.
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Notice Board
The
Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc
is proudly sponsored by

Wanted
Have you got an article that you
wish to publish in Keyword.
Have you got something to sell,
want to swap or give away,
advertise it in Keyword.
Please send it to
shcugcontact@gmail.com
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